The impact of Social media and SMS is increasing in our daily lives. These sources provide the analysts with large amount of text data for data mining and finding patterns. However, this data is notoriously noisy as people use lot of short hand language and hence destroying its utility for analyzing. Hence, it is important to convert this noisy text into Standard English. In this paper, we target the not-in-vocabulary (NIV) words present in these sources and propose a method to identify and normalize these NIV words. Complied databases and context are exploited to replace the ill-formed words and select the best possible correction for that word. This method can also replace internet slang into pure English and correct the spelling errors made to some extent.
Introduction
Social networking websites, blogs, SMS, chat applications are attractive source of data for data mining as they offer large quantity of real time data. But, the quality of the data is usually not suitable for analysis as it contains lot of slang, ad hoc abbreviations, phonetic substitutions, unstructured grammar, etc. For example, the input i reli lyk ur new fone (I really like your new phone) cannot be used for analysis as it is not in Standard English and may cause limitations for various analyzing tools. It also makes difficult for the text processing tools to process them. In this paper, we aim to normalize this noisy data into noise free English data.
The noise is introduced unintentionally due to human errors (spelling errors), etc. Such noise can be reduced by various spell and grammar checker available like spelling and grammar checker of MS Word. The noise can also be introduced intentionally by using abbreviations and slang since the maximum character limit of a SMS or a tweet is 160 characters. For example, in (How r u), the words 'r' and 'u' are introduced intentionally to reduce the number of characters of the sentence in whole. Thus, the correction is beyond spell check and our goal will be to replace all the ill-formed words into Standard English.
According to our analysis, a simple dictionary lookup would not suffice for all the cases 1 . For rest of the cases, systematic processing and step-wise correction is vital.
Related Work
Some researchers have used speech recognition approach for text normalisation. For example, Kobus et al. (2008) 2 firstly convert input text tokens into phonetic tokens and then brought back them to words by phonetic dictionary lookup. Beaufort et al. (2010) 3 used finite state methods to perform French SMS normalisation, combining the advantages of SMT and the noisy channel model. Kaufmann (2010) 4 exploit a machine translation approach with a preprocessor for syntactic (rather than lexical) normalisation. Brill and Moore (2000) 5 characterise the error model by computing the product of operation probabilities on slice-by-slice string edits.
There are online tools available like transl8it.com 6 , lingo2text.com 7 , etc. We need to add the text data for processing. It will then give its result in Standard English. However, the results are some times not based on context. Also, unnecessary words are often normalised and give unwanted results.
Our model prevents all such problems. We do not use machine translation, as it is more time consuming and tedious 8 . Our model does not require phonetic translation, which occupies too much memory. Our proposed method is described below.
Our Proposed Method
It is necessary for the text-normalizing tools to give accurate results. Only then, the analyzing tools will be able to analyze the text. The proposed method will overcome the limitations of the earlier models and give accurate results. The target data to be processed is categorized into different types. The types, which need processing, are given below.
Types of Data
"Letter" refers to the type in which the words are misplaced intentionally or unintentionally. This type is the most common type of noise found in Twitter and SMS. For instance, the use of 'shud' in place of 'should' "Number Replacement" refers to the type in which the numbers are replaced for the phonetically similar words. For instance, the use of '2'in place of 'to' "Slang" refers to type in which the users use internet slang or abbreviations. For instance, the use of 'btw' in place of 'by the way'. These slangs are generally used to lower the character count.
"Letter & Number" refers to the type in which the users use both numbers and letters to replace a phonetically similar word. For instance, the use of '2moro' in place of 'tomorrow'
Detailed distribution of the types is given in the Table 1 . It is clear from the table that 'Letter' comprises of maximum share in NIV words thus shaping our strategy for normalization. In the proposed method, we target the NIV words from the noisy text data, which is our input. The data will have to be processed differently based on its type.
The proposed normalizing method involves four major steps: (1) Identifying the NIV words; (2) Processing the NIV words; (3) Finding the most suitable replacement: (4) Applying the correcting and rephrasing the sentence. The steps of the proposed method are show in Figure 1 .
3.2.
Identify the not-in-vocabulary (NIV) words NIV words are those words that are not present in the English dictionary. It is necessary to separate the NIV words for processing from the given inputs. We use the PyEnchant Library 9 of Python, which uses the standard 'en_US' dictionary to separate the NIV words from IV (In Vocabulary) words. Special features like mentions (@name), hash tags (#football), etc, in twitter are not considered for processing.
Processing of NIV words
First, any word that is elongated by unnecessary repetition of letters is shortened. Any alphabet that is repeated more than three times is brought down to two repetitions. For instance, 'goooooood' becomes 'good'. Such elongated words used to express the emotions more clearly often result in neutral results by the sentimental analysis.
Second, the NIV words detected are searched in the word database (with over 5000 NIV words) and are replaced with corresponding correct words. The slang lookup is made by comparing with the internet slang obtained from 'noslang.com' 10 . Third, to find the spelling errors or unintentional noise, we use Lexical Matching. Levenshtein Distance 11 between any two strings is defined as the minimum number of edits that we can do to transform one string into another. All the edit operations that can be done are insertion, deletion and updating. For example, the Levenshtein distance between 'kittan' and 'kitten' is 1. (Substitution of 'e' for 'a'). The minimum Levenshtein distance for a particular word is found and the NIV word is replaced with the corresponding word.
Finding the most probable correction
The most probable solution is selected for a particular NIV after processing. For example, if a word replacement from the database is available, it becomes the most probable solution for that NIV.
Applying the correction and rephrasing the sentence
The correct solution is then replaced in the sentence. The replaced sentence is in Standard English after the processing.
Implementation and Time Complexity
The database used for storing the input data, processing and storing the output data is SQL. The database programming and linking will be done by using the MySQL platform. For the front-end of the model, the designing programming will be done in VB.NET (Visual Basic) framework.
The time complexity of the algorithm that finds the NIV words from the set of data is O(log2N), where 'N' is the number of dictionary words in PyEnchant library 9 .
The word shortening algorithm is O (m), where 'm' is the number of alphabet in a particular NIV. If there are 'n' NIV words, the total time complexity becomes O (n.m).
The word matching and replacement is done by using hashmaps. The time complexity by using hashmaps is O(1). Thus, the time complexity of the system which uses the above-mentioned algorithms is given as follows:
Where, N= Number of words in PyEnchant Library. n = Number of NIV words. m = Number of alphabets in NIV word.
Comparison with other models
We compare our model with traditional text message translator -Transl8it 6 . It is available on transl8it.com. Transl8it! (trans-late-it) is simple online tool, which converts chat room talks, internet slangs into Standard English. The text needs to be entered for it to be converted and Transl8it will give its output as Standard English.
We have come across a few instances in which the translations given by transl8it are not necessary (eg. '12' to dozen). In our model, no unnecessary transition of a particular word are made and the results are given accordingly.
For instance, the noisy text is: 2) " btw m jus done wid dat, bro".
Transl8it -btw am jus done wid dat, brother. Lingo2Text -between me jus donw with dat, brother.
Our model -by the way, I am done with that, brother.
Applications

Sentiment analysis
The text data used for sentimental analysis must be in Standard English. If the data is noisy, the analysis tool will not process the information effectively and may give a neutral result. Our model can be used to convert the noisy data into Standard English, which can then be easily analyzed by analyzing tools.
Text readers for blind
Noisy data cannot be used for text reading software, which are used by blind people. Noisy data would result in erratic results phonetically and verbally. To resolve such ambiguity, our model can be used to remove the noise from the noisy data and provide a better input to the text reading software so that they can give the best output to the blind.
Future Work
The proposed model is a part of project regarding trend analysis. In future, we would improve our model in various directions. Some of the enhancements planned include better detection of the NIV words.
The scope can be increased to country specific proper nouns like MRT (it is a bus system in Singapore and 'Magnetic Resonance Therapy' is US).
It can also be used on various chat applications that make use of graphical components like stickers, smileys, etc. Also, more number of common internet slangs will be incorporated and used for word matching.
In addition, we intend to lessen noisy contexts with a bootstrapping approach, in which NIV words with high confidence and lesser ambiguity will be replaced by their standard forms faster, and fed into the normalization model as new training data.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have provided with different types of noise that occurs in SMS and internet data. We have discussed the work done related to this. We found some limitations associated with these methods such as context mismatching, unnecessary substitutions, etc. We have proposed a method that overcomes these problems. Our proposed solution is also described in detail.
In the proposed method, we have targeted the NIV words and successfully converted them into Standard English words. We compared our model with other traditional models and found that our model can give better results than the traditional ones.
